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Begin every day with an encouraging promise from God. God understands the heart of a mom, as well as the daily cares and worries that can weigh you down. No matter where you are in your mothering journey, God’s mercies and promises are for you. This pocket-size book of Scriptures provides hundreds of Bible promises that are relevant to the needs of every mother, interweaving them with personal reflections from popular author Heidi St. John. Arranged topically for easy use, Bible Promises for Moms will give you verses to guide you when you need to hear that God is pleased when you hang in there;
when your mother’s heart needs to remember what God can do; when you need to model true forgiveness for your children; and many more. We need the wisdom of God as we bring up our precious children. Lean into God’s promises today, trusting His Word as your ultimate source for guidance, hope, strength, and encouragement. Yet I am confident I will see the Lord’s goodness while I am here in the land of the living. Wait patiently for the Lord. Be brave and courageous. Yes, wait patiently for the Lord (Psalm 27:13-14, NLT).
The Daily BibleNew International VersionHarvest House Pub
From the creator of the bestselling and beloved Daily Bible® (more than 1 million copies sold) come 365 devotions that lead readers on a provocative chronological pilgrimage through Scripture--this time in trade edition. Readers can explore the riches and relevance of biblical stories, promises, and wisdom as they discover the commitment of ordinary people from Noah to Nathanael the faith and folly of heroes such as Abraham, Solomon, and Peter the power of prayer from the lips of saints and sinners the depth of trust exemplified by Moses, Deborah, and Mary the challenge of Jesus' teaching to reach for a
higher standard F. Lagard Smith's observations and insights about the Bible provide readers with a rich experience. Whether read as a complement to The Daily Bible® or as an independent journey, these remarkable meditations reveal the purpose of a life built on God's Word.
This perennial best-selling discipleship tool contains the classic Bible studies Lessons on Assurance and Lessons on Christian Living in one package—13 lessons in all! These Navigator Bible studies are a great leader’s resource to explain the fundamentals of the Christian life. An ideal gift for a new believer or someone who has an interest in Jesus. Tear-out Scripture memory verse cards are included in KJV, NIV, NASB, and NKJV.
The Daily Bible® Experience
Reading God's Story
Read the Bible for Life
A Lawyer Affirms the Truth of the Gospels
Bible Promises for Moms
MacArthur Study Bible-NKJV

Answers the questions for all religions on what happens after death.
The One Year Chronological Bible offers a fascinating way to read through the Bible in one year . . . in only fifteen minutes per day! Gain a better understanding of the order of biblical events and the historical context in which they unfolded. The entire Bible text̶books, chapters, and even verses̶is arranged in the order the events actually happened. Prophetic books are interwoven with the historical accounts they accompanied. Psalms follow the events about which they were written. Proverbs are placed in the time
they were compiled. The life of Christ is woven into one moving story. And Paul s letters to the young churches in the first century are integrated into the book of Acts. Transition statements help you understand why some Scripture portions appear where they do. You do not have to be a Bible historian to appreciate the fascinating new perspective waiting for you in The One Year Chronological Bible. It's like reading some of your favorite passages for the very first time. This edition uses the popular New International
Version text.
With more than half a million copies in print, The Daily Bible(R) has long been one of the bestselling specialty Bibles, offering a chronological arrangement of the NIV text in a 365-day reading format. Now readers can benefit from the same reading plan and also chronicle their yearlong walk through the Scriptures in this beautiful hardcover journal. LaGard Smith's introduction provides an effective and easy-to-use system Bible readers can use to record their insights, applications, and prayers. The Scripture references on
each page of the journal guide readers through the Bible in the order the historical events actually occurred. With this keepsake journal, readers will stay inspired and on track on their one-year journey through the Scriptures.
What if we radically restored first-century faith and practice in our own time and culture? Smith pleads for a more complete restoration by exploring the areas of youth ministry, elders, the Lord's Supper, gathered worhsip, and the Christian lifestyle.
A Call for Pure and Simple Christianity
After Life
The Man Called Messiah
Your Guide to Understanding & Living God's Word
Exposing Evolution S Fatal Flaw̶The Origin of Sex
Old Testament 101
Stories are basic to life. Everybody loves a good story. We have been reading, listening to, or watching stories all of our lives, so we intuitively know a lot about how they work. Yet, more and more, Christians are unfamiliar with the stories of the Bible and how the grand narrative of God's Word fits together. Indeed, God gave us the stories of the Bible to reveal great truth about Himself and about our lives, and He wants to draw us into the ongoing story of what He is doing in the world. By focusing on the narrative framework of Scripture we can better understand what the Bible teaches and live out its instruction more effectively. Reading God's Story takes that
clear narrative approach to the Bible, arranging the complete text into a fresh chronological reading plan developed for the Read the Bible for Life biblical literacy initiative. In this plan the books, chapters, and verses of the Bible are thoughtfully arranged so readers can track the story of Scripture, day by day, from beginning to end, understanding the flow of events and how all the different parts fit together to make sense. Reading God's Story features two-color interior page layout and is organized into 52 weeks of readings (six readings per week). It presents Scripture in three main acts (God's Plan for All People; God's Covenant People; God's New Covenant
People) and seventeen total scenes, providing an introduction for each act and scene to orient the reader to its importance in the grand story. Unlike other chronological Bibles, this arrangement is not date specific (e.g. "January 1"), so a person can begin using this edition at any point in the calendar year.
In Jesus on Trial, New York Times bestselling author David Limbaugh applies his lifetime of legal experience to a unique new undertaking: making a case for the gospels as hard evidence of the life and work of Jesus Christ. Limbaugh, a practicing attorney and former professor of law, approaches the canonical gospels with the same level of scrutiny he would apply to any legal document and asks all the necessary questions about the story of Jesus told through Matthew, Mark, Luke, and John. His analysis of the texts becomes profoundly personal as he reflects on his own spiritual and intellectual odyssey from determined skeptic to devout Christian. Ultimately,
Limbaugh concludes that the words Christians have treasured for centuries stand up to his exhaustive enquiry—including his examination of historical and religious evidence beyond the gospels—and thereby affirms Christian faith, spirituality, and tradition.
Old Testament 101 is a chronological study through the Old Testament with five daily Bible readings per week. This study is designed for anyone from middles school students to adults who wants to have a more comprehensive understanding of the Old Testament.Many people avoid the Old Testament, thinking it doesn't relate as well to us today. But without a good understanding of God's dealings in the Old Testament, it is impossible to completely understand the magnitude of God's message in the New Testament. We miss so much of the richness of God's grace by studying only the easy parts of His Word.This study is straightforward and takes the history sections in
chronological order. There is great benefit in studying the Bible in an orderly way, as opposed to a random passage each day or even a needs-based study (for example, helping you through a particular situation). If you learn to study the Bible in a sequential way, you will eventually find what God's Word says about every conceivable human situation.So, grab your Bible and open your heart to the blessings you will receive from daily time in God's Word.
This workbook is designed to lead you on a journey through God’s Word as events occurred in time. Your trip begins at God’s creation of the world and ends with His revelation to John. Links to photos and maps are provided to help you navigate your trip with God as He creates the world and establishes His relationship with mankind. Experience the ups and downs of His relationship with the Israelite nation culminating in her division, fall and exile. See how God restores Israel and extends His covenant to all people through the birth, death and resurrection of His Son, Jesus. Learn how early Christians and Christ’s apostles were persecuted, but still successfully
spread the gospel message. Travel with Paul on his missionary journeys and study his letters to churches and individuals exhorting and encouraging them to keep the faith. Share in the messages of other letters written by James, Jude, Peter, the Hebrew writer and John. Finish your journey with God’s revelation about Christ’s return and discover what will happen when time comes to an end. From creation to Christ’s second coming, this study will allow God to reveal His Word to your open heart and mind in a way like no other.
A Glimpse Of Eternity Beyond Death's Door
Every Man's Bible NLT
The Daily Bible in Chronological Order
A Chronological Overview of the Old Testament
Growing in Christ
A Companion for Reading Through the Bible in One Year

Using sports heroes from the past and present, it gives real people and situations as examples for devotional thought. Sports included are football, baseball, basketball, Olympic sports, hockey, tennis, and others.
A noted scholar and author provides succinct and dynamic insights into vital aspects of everyday life, followed by portions from the Psalms and Proverbs, in this helpful combination of contemporary teaching and Bible reading.
The much-loved Daily Bible (more than a million copies sold) is now available in a large-print edition. The Daily Bible includes outstanding devotional commentary that provides historical and spiritual insights and helps readers grasp the flow of revelation and apply it to their lives. The arrangement of the Bible text is unique: Passages are arranged chronologically, enabling readers to understand and experience God s unfolding plan of creation, redemption, and restoration like never before. Proverbs and
Ecclesiastes are displayed topically in order to highlight specific aspects of God s wisdom. 365 convenient daily readings guide readers through all of God s Word in one year. Now as never before, studying God s Word can become a fresh, inviting, enriching experience for every reader.
A computer techie by trade, Dewey Pellicano would rather swallow needles than be pinned down to a life of quilting. But when her mother passes away, Dewey must exchange code for calico as the new proprietress of Quilter Paradiso. Between learning the business and dealing with a conniving employee who is also her sister-in-law, Dewey is ready to snap. During a national quilt show, quilting celebrity Claire Armstrong offers to buy the shop. But before Dewey can accept, she finds the famous quilter lying dead on
the floor̶a bloody rotary cutter at her side. When hunky homicide detective Buster Healy enters the scene, romance flourishes...until another murder takes place. Can Dewey thread together the pieces to this murderous pattern before the killer strikes again? Wild Goose Chase is the first book in the Quilting Mystery series featuring amateur sleuth Dewey Pellicano.
In the Beginning... : Study Guide 1 for the Daily Bible in Chronological Order / Dee Dee Talbot
The Daily Bible
NKJV, The Chronological Study Bible, eBook
365 Life-Changing Readings to Make God's Word Personal
Radical Restoration
The Daily Bible(r) (Nlt)
Designed Specifically for Men The popular Every Man’s Bible is designed to help every man develop a fuller, richer relationship with Jesus by understanding what the Scriptures have to say about the challenges men face. The Every Man’s Bible has thousands of notes on topics just for men—work, sex, competition, integrity, and more. This Bible also includes trusted advice from the pros: Stephen Arterburn, Tony Evans, David Jeremiah, Tony Dungy, Chuck Smith, Jr., Dallas Willard, Michael Youssef, Gordon MacDonald, Bill
McCartney, J. I. Packer, Joe Stowell, Chuck Swindoll, Henry Blackaby, Stuart Briscoe, Stephen Broyles, Don Everts, John Fischer, Leighton Ford, Ken Gire, Greg Laurie, Randy Alcorn, Josh McDowell, James Robison, and Gary Rosberg. All of the features and notes were written specifically for men. Key Features: Thousands of notes on topics just for men, including courage, temptation, image, leadership, and pride. Profiles of great and not-so-great men of the Bible; fifty topics that give men insight into the Bible’s vital message.
Advice from the pros, book intros, one-sentence book summaries, charts, relationship notes, and a topical index. The New Living Translation is an authoritative Bible translation rendered faithfully into today’s English from the ancient texts by 90 leading Bible scholars. The NLT’s scholarship and clarity breathe life into even the most difficult-to-understand Bible passages—but even more powerful are stories of how people’s lives are changing as the words speak directly to their hearts.
More than 1 Million Copies Sold Unlike Any Other Bible You Have Read—Now in the Popular New Living Translation! Want to read the Bible in one year? You can accomplish your goal and experience the Bible like never before. Reading through God’s Word has never been easier. That’s because The Daily Bible® reorganizes the traditional arrangement of the 66 books in Scripture and places all the text in chronological order. Features: Uses the text of the best-selling New Living Translation Divided into easily readable sections
that can be completed in one year Organized chronologically Includes devotional commentary that provides historical and spiritual insights Provides clear historical context for a better understanding of Scripture Proverbs and Ecclesiastes are organized by topic The Psalms are presented thematically Harmonized Gospels integrate the life of Christ into one smooth narrative A chronology of all the major biblical events The Daily Bible® is designed to be read from cover to cover—and understood!
This year, discover the blessings God has in store for you! In The One Year God’s Great Blessings Devotional, acclaimed writer and speaker Patricia Raybon leads you on a 365-day journey through Scripture that traces the connection between God’s virtues—his timeless, smart, life-giving principles—and his promised blessings to us. As you learn to live each day in a way that honors and blesses God, you’ll encounter the rewards he gives us here on earth as well as in heaven.
Each day's reading in this volume presents a thoughtful, unique look at one portion of God's Word and offers an unfolding picture of the whole story of the Bible.
Holy Bible, New International Version
Talking with Teens about Sexuality
30 Days Through Psalms and Proverbs
A Study Guide as Events Occurred in Time
A Chronological Daily Bible
The One Year God's Great Blessings Devotional
Darwins Secret Sex Problem What Darwin Ignored . . . For all his revolutionary insight into the fascinating processes of evolution so useful to current scientific research, health care, and technology, Darwin never seriously confronted the crucial, insurmountable gap in his grand theory between asexual replication and sexual reproduction. Nor could Darwins famed natural selection have provided simultaneous on-time delivery of the first male/female pair of millions of sexually unique species required for evolutions bedrock premise of common descenta fundamental flaw fatal to the romanticized microbe-to-man
Evolution Story. Darwins Secret Sex Problem is a witty, engaging, scientifically sound exploration of perhaps the greatest secret of sexualitythe utter inability of Darwinian evolution to explain its origin (John E. Silvius, PhD, Senior Professor Emeritus of Biology, Cedarville University). I highly recommend this book by F. LaGard Smith, a nonspecialist whose careful research demonstrates that he understands the crucial issues surrounding evolutions fatal sex problem, and who has a remarkable ability to communicate complex concepts to a broad audience (Geoff Barnard, PhD, MA, retired Reproductive
Endocrinologist and Cambridge University Research Scientist).
The Bible that allows you to study Scripture in the order of events as they happened The Chronological Study Bible presents the text of the New King James Version in chronological order - the order in which the events actually happened - with notes, articles, and full-color graphics that connect the reader to the history and culture of Bible times. It is the only NKJV study Bible arranged in chronological order. Features include: The entire NKJV text with translatorsʼ notes, arranged in chronological order, provides absorbing and effective Bible study Full-color illustrations of places, artifacts, and cultural phenomena
give the reader a dramatic, “you are there” experience Fascinating articles connect the Bible text to world history and culture Daily Life Notes explain how people lived in Bible times Time Panels and Charts show the flow of Bible history In-text and full-page color maps of the biblical world assist study Part of the Signature Series line of Thomas Nelson Bibles Chronological Study Bibles sold to date: More than 400,000 The New King James Version® - More than 60 million copies sold
The NIV Chronological Study Bible allows you to study Scripture in the order of events as they occurred. From creation to Israel's history; from the life of Jesus to the birth of the church---this Bible presents a cohesive picture of God's work throughout history. Deepen your faith by connecting to this powerful sequential telling of God's story.
A layperson's guide to understanding how to read the Bible in context clarifies the Bible's key themes and shows how to apply them to daily life, through a series of everyday language conversations with today's brightest scholars. Original.
DarwinʼS Secret Sex Problem
The Daily Bible Devotional Journal
The Daily Bible® (NLT)
Jesus on Trial
Holy Bible, New King James Version

The Daily Bible(R) makes reading through God's Word simple by organizing the whole of Scripture in chronological order. This beloved presentation of the New International Version (NIV(R)) includes introductory narration that sets the scene for each passage.
In what direction are we being blown by the winds of change now waiting through the church? - Is the church influencing culture, or is culture influencing the church? - What lies behind current calls for a "new hermeneutic"? - Is there a better way to understand Scripture? With calls for sweeping changes in the way we understand Scripture, this just may be the most important book of the decade. It is must reading for every church leader and Christian concerned with the future of the church at the brink of a new century! F. LaGard Smith is the author of some thirty books, ranging from devotionals to doctrinal discussions
to commentaries on current legal and social issues. He is best known as the compiler and narrator of The Daily Bible, the NIV in chronological order. Smith has taught in both graduate and undergraduate university programs for over thirty years.
Reading through Scripture has never been easier--now you can read the Bible in chronological order! With The Daily Bible(R), experience Scripture like never before. Available for the first time in the New Living Translation--a popular and highly readable translation.
Chronological accuracy, easy to read format, and the nivNIV text will revolutionize readers understanding of the Bible. Includes: Moses laws by subject; Proverbs presented topically; Psalms arranged by sentiment; Paul s teachings integrated into Acts."
Critical Conversations about Social Media, Gender Identity, Same-Sex Attraction, Pornography, Purity, Dating, Etc.
The Cultural Church
The One Year Chronological Bible NIV
The Daily Bible® Large Print Edition
A Novel
The Chronological Bible Workbook

This book is the first in a four-part series of study guides focusing on "The Daily Bible in Chronological Order," with commentary by F. LaGard Smith. This guide covers a three-month period of daily study, from Genesis to Judges. It can be used by itself as a period study or as part of a year-long study involving all four books, and can be utilized for group or personal study. The foreword was thoughtfully provided by F. LaGard Smith.
Angels, demons, and the devil have fascinated humankind from the dawn of time. Contemporary interest in angels is especially keen, as best seen in the mass-marketing of angel books and angel art. The world is awash with wings! But is this romantic view of angels a biblically accurate depiction of these heavenly creatures? What can we know about the angels? How, if at all, do they touch our lives? Despite a bizarre mixture of comedic references to a red-suited bogeyman and, by contrast, frightening images of a cunning
Satan relentlessly tempting each of us to do evil, far less serious attention has been paid to demons and the devil. Most likely it's because the pertinent scriptures are not always easy to discern. Just when we think we have demons safely within a well-defined box, suddenly they come swooping at us from another direction. Just when we think everything about the devil is well within our grasp, suddenly that fiendish figure becomes far more elusive. This challenging biblical landscape explains the unusual format of presenting
what the Bible has to say about these intriguing celestial beings as if you, the reader, were having a one-on-one conversation with Michael the archangel. If anyone should know everything there is to know about the subject, surely it would be Michael!
“May this unique chronological panorama of God’s interaction with mankind inform, inspire, and draw you higher.” —F. LaGard Smith When you want to go deeper in your chronological study of Scripture, these 365 original readings will enrich and expand your time in the Word. Each devotion goes beyond the narrative contents of The Daily Bible® to more clearly illuminate the practical truths, faith foundations, and biblical promises found in each day’s passage. As you journey through The Daily Bible® Experience, you will
better understand how to… follow God’s call in every aspect of your life embrace His certainty in times of trial and hardship feel the momentum and might of God's sublime love and mercy This collection of thoughtful devotions can be used alongside TheDaily Bible® or by itself, and includes space for you to journal your own reflections. The Daily Bible® Experience will help you meditate on the mystery and power of faith, and provide a year of encouragement, strength, and inspiration that will have you seeking God with ever
more reverence and wonder.
In a format sensitive to today's busy lifestyles, bestselling author and creator of The Daily Bible LaGard Smith takes readers on a life-changing, 30-day walk through the Gospels. Each day's devotion begins with a portion of Matthew, Mark, Luke, or John and concludes with a fresh insight that will draw readers closer to Jesus. The gospel message provides daily strength and spiritual nourishment as Smith-- presents a chronological arrangement of the Gospel readings makes reading through the Gospels in one month
manageable provides thought-provoking devotions on joy, growth, forgiveness, and more In just a few minutes each day, readers experience a deeper understanding of God's character and the attributes of the Christian life. Formerly The Daily Gospels.
Devotions from the World of Sports
Men of Strength for Women of God
30 Days with Jesus
Meeting God in Quiet Places
Narrated Bible-NIV
NIV, Chronological Study Bible, Leathersoft, Black, Comfort Print

When Dr. Robinson asked her freshman psychology students what today's parents need to know about teens and sex, they said parents do not have a realistic view of the world their children live in. A healthy sexual identity requires more than just a list of what not to do. In today's culture of sexual identity confusion, ubiquitous pornography, and #MeToo, teenagers need to know how to protect themselves as well as how to treat others. Talking
with Teens about Sexuality will help you understand your teen's world and give you effective strategies in the midst of cultural pressures. Drs. Robinson and Scott provide scientifically reliable and biblically based information about gender fluidity, types of intimacy, online dangers, setting boundaries, and much more. Along the way, the book provides useful conversation starters and insightful guidance. Don't let fear keep you from engaging in
vital conversations. Learn how to talk to your teen with knowledge and confidence, guiding them toward a sexually healthy future.
The MacArthur Study Bible is perfect for serious study. No other study Bible does such a thorough job of explaining the historical context, unfolding the meaning of the text, and making it practical for your life.
Unlike Any Other Bible You Have Read As this unique, chronological presentation of God’s story daily unfolds before you, you will begin to appreciate God’s plan for your life as never before. Reading the Bible will become a fresh, inviting, transformational experience. In the Daily Bible® NIV, you’ll find these helpful features: The New International Version …the most popular modern version of Scripture, a highly respected and understandable
translation. Chronological/Historical Arrangement of Every Book of the Bible …lets you easily understand God’s redemptive plan as you read from creation to Revelation in the order the events actually occurred. Devotional Commentary …leads you smoothly through Scripture, painting the scene for what you are about to read with historical and spiritual insights. 365 Convenient Daily Reading Segments …arranged so you can read all of God’s
Word in one year. Topical Arrangements for Proverbs and Ecclesiastes …enable you to focus on specific aspects of God’s wisdom.
The author presents a timely look at the biblical teachings regarding the role of women and clearly establishes the evidence for the principle of male spiritual leadership. He carefully analyzes the roles, responsibilities, and privileges that belong to men and women and shows God's reasons behind the differences.--Publisher's description.
Wild Goose Chase
A One-Year Journey Through God's Word in Chronological Order
The Daily Bible® NIV
New International Version
Angels, Demons, and the Devil
The Daily Bible® Devotional

The Man is burdened beyond belief. It’s been three years since his ministry began, and now it’s come to its climax. Although fully human, he doesn’t find much comfort being surrounded by his twelve closest friends. Although fully divine, he can’t stomach the thought of what’s set before him. After his arrest, The Man stands before a powerful ruler trapped in a political dilemma. Unseen forces fight for control as The Man awaits his verdict. Enemies since
The Man’s birth, The Accuser watches his wicked scheme unfold before his eyes. Support eventually arrives, but it might be too late. After all, nothing can stop the shocking plan The Father had set in motion from the beginning of time. It all ends here, on a hilltop outside the city. Three crosses rise from the summit. One will decide humanity’s fate. Determined to reveal The Father’s heart, The Man accepts his destiny in order to redeem the world. Little
did his followers know how much it would cost him . . .
In these inspiring parables drawn from his daily walks through the magnificent Cotswolds of England, bestselling author LaGard Smith shares life and faith-renewing insights. With an attractive padded hardcover, Meeting God in Quiet Places (more than 70,000 copies sold) beautifully presents a devotional journey to encourage readers to: make room for solitude and reflection in their lives feed their soul by spending time in nature and appreciating
creation discover the riches of a daily walk with God These personal meditations refresh the soul, bringing renewed perspective to the values, priorities, and qualities of life people cherish, including faith, family, prayer, gratitude, generosity, humility, and joy.
30 Days Through the Bible
A 13-Week Course for New and Growing Christians
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